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This Quarterly Current Awareness Bulletin is produced by Library staff to provide Somerset Partnership 

and Taunton & Somerset NHS Foundation Trust staff with a range of mentor-related resources to support 

practice. It includes guidance, recently published research articles, news and policy items. 

 

This guide provides a selection of resources relevant to the subject area and is not intended to be a 

comprehensive list. All websites have been evaluated and details are correct at the time of 

publications. 

Details correct at time of going to print. Please note that resources are continuously updated. 

For further help or guidance, please contact a member of library staff. 
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                training@sompar.nhs.uk 
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                            or (01749) 846659 
 
 
 

 

Musgrove 
 

 
For dates on: 
 

 Annual Mentor updates 

 Sign-off Workshops (to become a sign-off 
mentor)    
 

Visit 
http://intranet.tsft.nhs.uk/learndevelop/MentorUpdateInf
ormation/tabid/11072/language/en-GB/Default.aspx 
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This is a list of journal articles on the topic of mentoring.  Some articles are available in the library or on-line 
via an Athens password by following the full text link. If you would like an article which is not available as 
full text then please contact library staff. 

  
 

 
 

1. Student Perceptions of Clinical Instructor Characteristics Affecting Clinical Experiences 

Author(s): Reising, Deanna L; James, Breya; Morse, Ben 

Source: Nursing Education Perspectives; 2018; vol. 39 (no. 1); p. 4 

Publication Date: 2018 

Publication Type(s): Journal Article 

Abstract: The purpose of this study was to explore and describe students' perceptions of clinical instructor 
characteristics that affect their clinical experiences. Clinical instructors can have a profound impact on 
student clinical experiences, yet little is known about what clinical instructor characteristics promote and 
hinder quality clinical experiences from the student perspective. A multisite prospective, descriptive 
exploratory design was used. Students ranked instructor knowledge and support as the highest desirable 
characteristics, followed by patience, creating challenges, enthusiasm, and organization. Emerging themes 
from the content analysis revealed that the ability of the instructor to convey knowledge, demonstrate 
professionalism, and exhibit enthusiasm and caring were key characteristics that influence the clinical 
experience. Nurse educators can use the results of this study to target hiring and placing of desired 
characteristics of clinical instructors and to support mentoring programs that promote clinical teaching 
excellence. 

Database: BNI 

 

2. Mentoring in Nursing: An Integrative Review of Commentaries, Editorials, and Perspectives 
Papers 

Author(s): Lin, Jian; Chew, Yi Rong; Toh, Ying Pin, MBBS; Krishna, Lalit Kumar Radha, PhD, MBChB, 
MA, FRCP, FAMS 

Source: Nurse Educator; 2018; vol. 43 (no. 1); p. E1 

Publication Date: 2018 

Publication Type(s): Literature Review Journal Article 

Available at Archives of disease in childhood - from BMJ Journals - NHS  

Available at Archives of disease in childhood - from HighWire - Free Full Text  

Available at Archives of disease in childhood - from PubMed Central  

Abstract: Although pivotal to mentoring success, scant data on mentoring relationships continue to 
hamper the application of mentoring programs in nursing education. To address this gap and 
circumnavigate mentoring's context-specific nature; this narrative review analyzes the perspectives and 
opinions of nurse mentors and mentees. The aim is to identify common themes in their mentoring 
experiences to better nurture effective mentoring relationships and programs in nursing. 

Database: BNI 

 

3. Supporting successful mentoring...Part 2 of two-part series 

Author(s): Goodyear, Caryl 

Source: Nursing Management; Apr 2018; vol. 49 (no. 4); p. 49-53 

Publication Date: Apr 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Available at Nursing Management - from ProQuest (Hospital Premium Collection) - NHS Version  

RECENT JOURNAL ARTICLES 

https://go.openathens.net/redirector/nhs?url=http%3A%2F%2Fadc.bmj.com%2Fcontent%2F53%2F5%2F366.full.pdf%2Bhtml
https://doi.org/doi:10.1136/adc.53.5.366
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1544917/
http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&res_id=xri:pqm&req_dat=xri:pqil:pq_clntid=48396&rft_val_fmt=ori/fmt:kev:mtx:journal&genre=article&issn=0744-6314&volume=49&issue=4&spage=49
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Available at Nursing Management - from EBSCO (Health Business FullTEXT Elite)  

Available at Nursing Management - from EBSCO (CINAHL Complete)  

Abstract: The article examines how nurse managers can help staff members with their own mentoring 
program. Topics covered include the responsibility of nurse manager to engage staff members in the 
development of a healthy workplace, four areas in which mentors enjoy the benefits of a mentoring 
relationship, and the positive impact of mentoring programs on nurse retention. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

4. Which resources are most helpful to support development of an ePortfolio? 

Author(s): Ryan, Jacinth Anne 

Source: British Journal of Nursing; Mar 2018; vol. 27 (no. 5); p. 266-271 

Publication Date: Mar 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Available at British Journal of Nursing - from EBSCO (CINAHL Complete)  

Abstract: Aim: To identify which resources BSc Nursing students found most beneficial in developing and 
maintaining their ePortfolio. Design: This study evaluates the benefit of resources available in developing 
and maintaining an undergraduate nursing student ePortfolio. A mixed-methods approach was taken 
during 2016, using an internet polling tool. The polling tool was available for 3 months before closing and 
was available to all fields of BSc Nursing student from any year of their 3-year nursing programme. 
Findings: The qualitative data was coded thematically and generated three themes: student workshops, 
textual guidance and pre-recorded video support. The quantitative data identified that the most beneficial 
resource was the student workshops facilitated by student academic mentors (SAMs). Conclusion: SAMs 
provide an invaluable service to students, by sharing their knowledge and experiences, while enhancing a 
student’s perceptions of self-efficacy. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

5. Toward Mentoring in Palliative Social Work: A Narrative Review of Mentoring Programs in Social 
Work. 

Author(s): Toh, Ying Pin; Karthik, R.; Teo, Chia Chia; Suppiah, Sarasvathy; Cheung, Siew Li; Krishna, 

Lalit 

Source: American Journal of Hospice & Palliative Medicine; Mar 2018; vol. 35 (no. 3); p. 523-531 

Publication Date: Mar 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Abstract: Background: Mentoring by an experienced practitioner enhances professional well-being, 
promotes resilience, and provides a means of addressing poor job satisfaction and high burnout rates 
among medical social workers. This is a crucial source of support for social workers working in fields with 
high risk of compassion fatigue and burnout like palliative care. Implementing such a program, however, is 
hindered by differences in understanding and application of mentoring practice. Aim: This narrative review 
of mentoring practice in social work seeks to identify key elements and common approaches within 
successful mentoring programs in social work that could be adapted to guide the design of new mentoring 
programs in medical social work. Methodology and Data Sources: A literature search of mentoring 
programs in social work between January 1, 2000, and December 31, 2015, using Pubmed, CINAHL, 
OVID, ERIC, Scopus, Cochrane and ScienceDirect databases, involving a senior experienced mentor and 
undergraduate and/or junior postgraduates, was carried out. A total of 1302 abstracts were retrieved, 22 
full-text articles were analyzed, and 8 articles were included. Results: Thematic analysis of the included 
articles revealed 7 themes pertaining to the mentoring process, outcomes and barriers, and the 
characteristics of mentoring relationships, mentors, mentees, and host organizations. Discussion and 
Conclusion: Common themes in prevailing mentoring practices help identify key elements for the design of 
an effective mentoring program in medical social work. We conclude with a discussion of the implications 
of these findings upon clinical practice in palliative care and on sustaining such a program. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?authtype=athens&genre=article&issn=0744-6314&volume=49&issue=4&spage=49
http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=0744-6314&volume=49&issue=4&spage=49
http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=0966-0461&volume=27&issue=5&spage=266
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6. Implementing a sustainable clinical supervision model for Isles nurses in Orkney. 

Author(s): Hall, Ian 

Source: British Journal of Community Nursing; Mar 2018; vol. 23 (no. 3); p. 136-139 

Publication Date: Mar 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Available at British Journal of Community Nursing - from EBSCO (CINAHL Complete)  

Abstract: The Isles Network of Care (INOC) community nurses work at the extreme of the remote and 
rural continuum, working mostly as lone practitioners. Following the development of sustainable clinical 
supervision model for Isles nurses in Orkney, clinical supervision was found to improve both peer support 
and governance for this group of isolated staff. A literature overview identified the transition of clinical 
supervision in general nursing over 24 years from 'carrot' to 'stick'. The study included a questionnaire 
survey that was sent to the 2017 Queen's Nursing Institute Scotland cohort to elicit information about the 
nurses' experience of clinical supervision. The survey found that 55% provide supervision and 40% receive 
it. Health board encouragement of its use was found to be disappointingly low at 40%. The INOC nurses 
were surveyed about the new peer-support (restorative) model, which relies on video-conference contact to 
allow face to face interaction between isolated isles nurses. Feedback prompted a review of clinical 
supervision pairings, and the frequency and methods of meeting. The need for supervisor training led to 
agreement with the Remote and Rural Health Education Alliance to provide relevant support. The 
perceived benefits of supervision included increased support and reflection, and improved relationships 
with isolated colleagues. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

7. Career development for nurse managers...Part 1 of a two-part series 

Author(s): Goodyear, Caryl 

Source: Nursing Management; Mar 2018; vol. 49 (no. 3); p. 49-53 

Publication Date: Mar 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Abstract: The article discusses the importance of organizing a mentor program for nurse managers who 
want to develop their careers. It presents the difference between mentoring and coaching. The areas that a 
mentoring program should focus on are identified, including determining the skill set needed to meet 
challenges of the healthcare environment and exploring options for finding mentors. Also provided are 
examples of mentoring networks and their potential activities. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

8. Nurse leader mentorship. 

Author(s): Vitale, Tracy R. 

Source: Nursing Management; Feb 2018; vol. 49 (no. 2); p. 8-10 

Publication Date: Feb 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Abstract: This article discusses the move of the Organization of Nurse Leaders, New Jersey (ONL NJ) to 
focus on providing effective and meaningful mentorship opportunities for its members. Topics covered 
include the organizational impact of staff turnover, the statewide mentoring program the ONL NJ has 
created in an effort to prepare nurses for leadership roles, and the first qualitative research study the ONL 
NJ has conducted at the conclusion of the first two cohorts of the program. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

9. Onboarding of Staff Should Not Be Haphazard, Rushed Event: During the onboarding process, 
identify good mentors who could help future new employees. 

Author(s):  

Source: Same-Day Surgery; Feb 2018; vol. 36 (no. 12); p. 18-19 

http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=1462-4753&volume=23&issue=3&spage=136
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Publication Date: Feb 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Available at Same-Day Surgery - from ProQuest (Hospital Premium Collection) - NHS Version  

Available at Same-Day Surgery - from EBSCO (CINAHL Complete)  

Abstract: In this article Ann Geier, chief nursing officer at Surgical Information Systems (SIS) of 
Alpharetta, Georgia, discusses how Amubulatory Service Centers (ASCs) can improve their new staff 
onboarding process. Geier tells that Human Resource (HR) department and ASC need to work together to 
provide job-specific orientation and training. He also suggests to take advantage of the knowledge of 
employees' skill sets and attitudes to select people to mentor new employees. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

10. As a new nurse myself, how can I become a mentor to new nurse colleagues? 

Author(s): Arnold, Elizabeth R,  BSN, RN 

Source: Clinical Journal of Oncology Nursing; Feb 2018; vol. 22 (no. 1); p. 120 

Publication Date: Feb 2018 

Publication Type(s): Journal Article 

Abstract: QUESTION I recently earned my baccalaureate nursing degree and passed the nursing 
boards.[...]I have served as a peer mentor for a student in the cohort graduating after mine, shared 
knowledge from my CNA training to help peers learn skills (e.g., manual blood pressure measurement, 
occupied bed changes), and shared resources with students to help them prepare for the 
NCLEX.RESOURCES * Academy of Medical-Surgical Nurses Information about mentoring nurses, 
including useful guides and tools for both mentors and mentees www.amsn.org/professional-develop 
ment/mentoring * National Council of State Boards of Nursing Information about the NCLEX from the 
developers. 

Database: BNI 

 

11. Developing a digital learning version of a mentorship training programme. 

Author(s): Casey, Debbie; Clark, Liz; Gould, Kathryn 

Source: British Journal of Nursing; Jan 2018; vol. 27 (no. 2); p. 82-86 

Publication Date: Jan 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Available at British Journal of Nursing - from EBSCO (CINAHL Complete)  

Abstract: This article describes the experience of one university team in developing, delivering and 
evaluating an online Nursing and Midwifery Council-approved mentorship programme for nurses and 
midwives who support pre-registration students in practice. Although the authors are confident of the 
quality of the educational provision, this article does not discuss this programme as an exemplar of best 
practice, but aims to share the learning gained from the experience of introducing a digital learning version 
of a mentorship course. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

12. A good mentor will never make you feel like a burden. 

Author(s): Stone, Ruth 

Source: British Journal of Nursing; Jan 2018; vol. 27 (no. 1); p. 32-32 

Publication Date: Jan 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Available at British Journal of Nursing - from EBSCO (CINAHL Complete)  

Abstract: The article discusses the author's views about mentors in nursing, and it mentions how nursing 
students need approachable and encouraging mentors to help guide them through job placements. The 

http://gateway.proquest.com/openurl?ctx_ver=Z39.88-2004&res_id=xri:pqm&req_dat=xri:pqil:pq_clntid=48396&rft_val_fmt=ori/fmt:kev:mtx:journal&genre=article&issn=0190-5066&volume=36&issue=12&spage=18
http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=0190-5066&volume=36&issue=12&spage=18
http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=0966-0461&volume=27&issue=2&spage=82
http://openurl.ebscohost.com/linksvc/linking.aspx?genre=article&issn=0966-0461&volume=27&issue=1&spage=32
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emotions that are associated with the practice of nursing are addressed, along with rapport building and 
trust in the workplace. According to the article, a good mentor is a person who is understanding and makes 
a student nurse feel comfortable enough to ask questions. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

13. Developing a national standard for midwifery mentorship in Uganda. 

Author(s): Kemp, Joy; Bannon, Elizabeth M.; Mwanja, Mercy Muwema; Tebuseeke, Deusdedit 

Source: International Journal of Health Governance; Jan 2018; vol. 23 (no. 1); p. 81-94 

Publication Date: Jan 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Abstract: Purpose The purpose of this paper is to describe the development of a national standard for 
midwifery mentorship in Uganda, part of a wider project which aimed to develop a model of mentorship for 
Ugandan midwifery using the principles of action research. It aims to stimulate debate about strengthening 
the capacity of a health regulatory body, midwifery twinning partnerships and the use of international health 
volunteer placements.Design/methodology/approach Model of mentorship for Ugandan midwifery was a 
20-month project implemented by the Royal College of Midwives UK and the Uganda Private Midwives 
Association. Following a situational analysis, the project was structured around three action reflection 
cycles, participatory workshops, individual twinning relationships between UK and Ugandan midwives and 
peer exchange visits. The capacity of the Ugandan Nurses and Midwives Council (UNMC) to develop a 
standard for midwifery mentorship was assessed. A capacity building programme was then designed and 
implemented to develop the standard for midwifery mentorship. Findings: The capacity of UNMC was 
increased and the standard was developed though has yet to be validated and adopted. However, this 
intervention may not be replicable as a stand-alone intervention because its success was inextricably 
linked to the wider programme activities and support structures. Originality/value: This is the first paper 
describing midwifery twinning to strengthen the capacity of a regulatory body to develop practice 
standards. 

Database: CINAHL 

 

14. Do You Have a Writing Mentor? 

Author(s): Peternelj-Taylor, Cindy 

Source: Journal of Forensic Nursing; Jan 2018; vol. 14 (no. 1); p. 1-2 

Publication Date: Jan 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Database: CINAHL 

 

15. How to become... a nurse mentor. 

Author(s): Smith, Debra; Billingham, Lisa 

Source: Nursing in Practice: The Journal for Today's Primary Care Nurse; Jan 2018 (no. 100); p. 36-37 

Publication Date: Jan 2018 

Publication Type(s): Academic Journal 

Database: CINAHL 
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16. Learning diversity in nurse education and practice - Current challenges, contemporary 
perspectives and innovative solutions 

Author(s): Wray, Jane; Pace, Kerry 

Source: Nurse Education in Practice; Jan 2018; vol. 28 ; p. A1 

Publication Date: Jan 2018 

Publication Type(s): Journal Article 

Abstract: Equitable experiences and opportunities for all students irrespective of personal characteristics, 
learning needs or diversity has challenged educators and clinicians as they seek to deliver an inclusive 
educational experience that also meets the standards and competencies required by professional 
regulatory bodies such as the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC, 2010).Nurse Education in Practice 
encourages you to submit interesting and relevant papers* that relate to this challenging area of 
professional education and practice and key topic areas of interest include; international perspectives on 
the delivery of support for students in academic and practice settings; technological innovations in meeting 
learning needs both in academic and clinical settings; theoretical or conceptual discussions of terminology; 
personal reflections of students in receipt of learning support at undergraduate through to PhD level study; 
creative and innovations approaches and solutions to challenges on placement, access to specialist 
support and the delivery of reasonable adjustments; experiences of practice mentors in the clinical field; 
preparation of mentors for their role in teaching, assessment and support of students and alternative 
assessment and feedback approaches. 

Database: BNI 

 

17. Supporting nurse mentor development: An exploration of developmental constellations in 
nursing mentorship practice 

Author(s): MacLaren, Julie-Ann 

Source: Nurse Education in Practice; Jan 2018; vol. 28 ; p. 66 

Publication Date: Jan 2018 

Publication Type(s): Journal Article 

Abstract: Supervised practice as a mentor is currently an integral component of nurse mentor education. 
However, workplace education literature tends to focus on dyadic mentor-student relationships rather than 
developmental relationships between colleagues. This paper explores the supportive relationships of 
nurses undertaking a mentorship qualification, using the novel technique of constellation development to 
determine the nature of workplace support for this group. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 
three recently qualified nurse mentors. All participants developed a mentorship constellation identifying 
colleagues significant to their own learning in practice. These significant others were also interviewed 
alongside practice education, and nurse education leads. Constellations were analysed in relation to 
network size, breadth, strength of relationships, and attributes of individuals. Findings suggest that dyadic 
forms of supervisory mentorship may not offer the range of skills and attributes that developing mentors 
require. Redundancy of mentorship attributes within the constellation (overlapping attributes between 
members) may counteract problems caused when one mentor attempts to fulfil all mentorship roles. Wider 
nursing teams are well placed to provide the support and supervision required by mentors in training. 
Where wider and stronger networks were not available to mentorship students, mentorship learning was at 
risk. 

Database: BNI 

 

18. Mentors' competence in mentoring culturally and linguistically diverse nursing students during 
clinical placement 

Author(s): Oikarainen, Ashlee; Mikkonen, Kristina; Tuomikoski, Anna-Maria; Elo, Satu; Pitkanen, Salla; 

Ruotsalainen, Heidi; Kaariainen, Maria 

Source: Journal of Advanced Nursing; Jan 2018; vol. 74 (no. 1); p. 148 

Publication Date: Jan 2018 

Publication Type(s): Journal Article 
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Abstract: Aims: To describe mentors' competence in mentoring culturally and linguistically diverse nursing 
students during clinical placement and identify the factors that affect mentoring. Background: Healthcare 
education is confronted by several challenges in a time characterized by globalization and increasing 
international migration. Nursing students from diverse backgrounds continue to experience difficulties 
during clinical placement. Students can overcome these difficulties and assume responsibility for their 
learning when mentored by supportive and competent mentors. Design: A cross-sectional, descriptive 
explorative study design was used. Methods: Data were collected during spring 2016 through a survey 
sent to mentors (n = 3,355) employed at five university hospitals in Finland. Mentors' competence in 
mentoring culturally and linguistically diverse nursing students was measured with the self-assessment 
Mentors' Competence Instrument and the Cultural and Linguistic Diversity in Mentoring scale. The analysis 
included descriptive statistics, non-parametric tests and binary logistic regression analysis. Results: 
Mentors with experience mentoring nursing students from diverse backgrounds rated their overall 
competence in mentoring as good. However, the results show continued challenges related to competence 
in linguistic diversity in mentoring. Seven factors that affect mentors' competence in linguistic diversity were 
identified. Despite high evaluations by mentors of competence related to cultural diversity in mentoring, 
there are still opportunities for improvement in this area. Conclusion: Innovative and effective strategies are 
needed to develop mentors' competence in mentoring culturally and linguistically diverse nursing students. 
Educational and healthcare organizations should strive to enhance collaboration and increase the 
competence of both mentors and nursing students to work in increasingly diverse healthcare environments. 

Database: BNI 

 

 

19. NMC’s education plan swaps mentors for two new roles 

Author(s): McKew, Mathew  

Source: Nursing Standard; May 2018; vol. 31 (no. 40); p. 7-8 

Publication Date: May 2018 

Publication Type(s): Journal Article 

Abstract: Mentors for nursing students could be replaced with supervisors and assessors as part of the 
‘radical’ overhaul of nurse education by the Nursing and Midwifery Council (NMC).  
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The links below provide free online resources in clinical supervision and can be used for 
CPD points: 
 
http://www.faculty.londondeanery.ac.uk/e-learning 
http://www.clinedaus.org.au/  
http://www.heti.nsw.gov.au/clinicalsupervision 
http://www.supportingstudents.org.au/learning-package/introduction.html 

 
 
 

Back to top 

Additional online resources 

http://www.faculty.londondeanery.ac.uk/e-learning
http://www.clinedaus.org.au/
http://www.heti.nsw.gov.au/clinicalsupervision
http://www.supportingstudents.org.au/learning-package/introduction.html
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Looking for the latest evidence-based research but haven’t got time to trawl the databases? 
 
Do you need a literature search carried out? 
 
Do you need to find evidence to support an improvement? 
 
Do you want to know how something has been done elsewhere and whether it worked? 
 
Library staff provide a literature search service for busy clinicians who are pressed for time. 
To request a search please complete the literature search request form , providing as much information as 

possible. Alternatively if you would like an assisted search training session, where we will sit down with you 

and go through the steps of a literature search, then please contact the library. 

Back to top  
 

 
 
 

Most electronic resources are available via an Athens password. You can register for this via the Library 

intranet page, or from home at www.swice.nhs.uk and following the link for Athens self-registration.  

Please note that registering from home will take longer as it will need to be verified that you are NHS staff/ 

student on placement. 

The library offers training on how to access and use Athens resources, as well as an introductory course 

on critical appraisal. You can book a course through the Learning and Development intranet page, or by 

contacting the library directly.  

Back to top  

 

 

 
 

If you are looking for a paper copy all books listed below are available for loan.   

 

  

NNEEWW  BBooookkss  rreecceennttllyy  aaddddeedd  ttoo  ssttoocckk  
 
A-Z of Reflective Practice  

Fiona Timmins [Palgrave] 2015 

Shelfmark: L57 

The Reflective Practice Guide  

Barbara Bassot [Routledge] 2016 

Shelfmark: L57 

Mentoring and supervision in healthcare  

Gopee, Neil [Sage] 2015 
Shelfmark: WX432 

TRAINING AND ATHENS 

BOOKS 

Click on book titles below to check for availability 

LITERATURE SEARCH SERVICE 

http://intranet.tsft.nhs.uk/LiteratureSearching/Requestasearch/tabid/12984/language/en-GB/Default.aspx
http://www.swice.nhs.uk/
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=a-z+of+reflective&session=31994712&rs=&style=kws_ix4&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=kws_ix4.glue&sf_kopt1=TRUE&sf_kopt2=TRUE&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=The+Reflective+Practice+Guide++bassot&session=31994712&rs=&style=kws_ix4&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=kws_ix4.glue&sf_kopt1=TRUE&sf_kopt2=TRUE&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=680973&rs=540817&hitno=1
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The Nurse Mentor’s Companion  
Craig, Kimberley, Smith, Barbara [Sage] 2015 
Shelfmark: WY55 

 
Mentorship in healthcare  

Shaw, Mary E, Fulton, John [Keswick M&K] 2015 eBook 
Shelfmark: WX432 
  

RReeaaddiinngg  lliisstt  ttiittlleess  
 

Successful Mentoring in Nursing  
Aston, Liz; Hallam, Paula [Learning Matters] 2014  

Shelfmark: WY55 
 

Mentoring in nursing and healthcare: supporting career and personal 
development  

Helen M. Woolnough, Sandra L. Fielden [Wiley-Blackwell] 2017 

Shelfmark: WY55 
 

The nurse mentor's handbook: supporting students in clinical practice  

Walsh, Danny [Oxford University Press] 2014 
Shelfmark: WY55 
 

Study skills for master's level students: a reflective approach for health and 
social care  
Debbie Casey, Liz Clark and Sally Hayes. - rev. ed [Banbury] 2013  
Shelfmark: L125 
 

Quinn's principles and practice of nurse education  
Suzanne J. Hughes, Francis M. Quinn. - 6th ed [Cengage Learning] 2013  
Shelfmark: WY40 

 

Practice-based learning in nursing, health and social care: mentorship, 
facilitation and supervision  

Ian Scott, Jenny Spouse [Wiley Blackwell] 2013  
Shelfmark: WY55 

Mastering mentorship: a practical guide for mentors of nursing, health and 
social care students  

Julie Bailey-McHale, Donna Mary Hart [Sage] 2013  
Shelfmark: WY55 

 
Mentoring nursing and healthcare students  

Kinnell, David, Hughes, Philip [Sage] 2010 
Shelfmark: WY55 

 

The nurse mentor and reviewer update book  

Murray, Cyril, Rosen, Lyn, Staniland, Karen [Oxford University Press] 2010 
Shelfmark: WY55 
 

Learning to learn in nursing practice  

Sharples, Kath [Learning Matters] 2009  
Shelfmark: WY54 

 

Being an effective mentor: how to help beginning teachers succeed  

Kathleen Feeney Jonson [Thousand Oaks] 2008  

Shelfmark: L70 

http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=The+Nurse+Mentor+Companion+&session=18398984&rs=540819&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=679949&rs=540823&hitno=1
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=667255&rs=540785&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=698030&rs=1104880&hitno=54
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=698030&rs=1104880&hitno=54
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=671303&rs=540807&hitno=2
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=658884&rs=540797&hitno=1
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=658884&rs=540797&hitno=1
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=659513&rs=540803&hitno=1
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=650913&rs=540801&hitno=1
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=650913&rs=540801&hitno=1
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=Mastering+mentorship%3A&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=Mastering+mentorship%3A&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=mentoring+nursing+and+healthcare+students&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=613568&rs=540809&hitno=1
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=learning+to+learn+in+nursing+practice&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=561863&rs=540799&hitno=1
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Coaching and mentoring in health and social care: the essentials of practice for 
professionals and organisations  

Foster-Turner, Julia [Radcliffe] 2006  
Shelfmark: WX432 

 

Transforming practice through clinical education, professional supervision and 
mentoring  

Rose, Miranda, Best, Dawn [Elsevier] 2005 
Shelfmark: WY55 

 

The good mentoring toolkit for healthcare  

Bayley, Helen, Chambers, Ruth, Donovan, Caroline, [Radcliffe] 2004  
Shelfmark: WX432 

 
Mentoring, preceptorship and clinical supervision: a guide to professional roles 
in clinical practice  

Morton-Cooper, Alison, Palmer, Anne, [Blackwell] 2000 
Shelfmark: WY55 
 

One minute mentoring: how to find and work with a mentor- and why you'll 
benefit from being one 

Ken Blanchard and Claire Diaz-Ortiz [London: Thorsons] 2017 

Shelfmark: WX432 

 
Coaching and mentoring: theory and practice  

Bob Garvey, Paul Stokes, David Megginson [Sage] 2014  

Shelfmark: WX432 
 
Coaching and mentoring at work: developing effective practice    

Mary Connor and Julia Pokora [Open University Press] 2017  

Shelfmark: WX432 

 
Coaching and mentoring: practical techniques for developing learning and 
performance 

Eric Parsloe and Melville Leedham [Sage] 2017 

Shelfmark: WX432 
 

Enabling learning in nursing and midwifery practice: a guide for mentors  

edited by Sue West, Tim Clark, Melanie Jasper [John Wiley] 2007 

Shelfmark: WY55 
 

Medical mentoring: supporting students, doctors in training and general 
practitioners  

David Jeffrey [Royal College of General Practitioners] 2014 

Shelfmark: WA154 
 

Mentoring in nursing: a dynamic and collaborative process 

Sheila C. Grossman [Springer] 2013  

Shelfmark: WY55  

 
Mentoring, learning and assessment in clinical practice: a guide for nurses, 
midwives and other health professionals  

Ci Ci Stuart [Churchill Livingstone] 2013 

Shelfmark: WY56 

 

http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=coaching+and+mentoring+in+health&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=coaching+and+mentoring+in+health&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=transforming+practice+through+clinical+education&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=transforming+practice+through+clinical+education&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=the+good+mentoring+toolkit&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=mentoring+preceptorship+and&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
http://www.swims.nhs.uk/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=mentoring+preceptorship+and&session=18398984&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=704544&rs=1104880&hitno=66
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=704544&rs=1104880&hitno=66
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=672802&rs=676156&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=704542&rs=1104880&hitno=15
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=698731&rs=1104880&hitno=11
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=698731&rs=1104880&hitno=11
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=Enabling+learning+in+nursing+and+midwifery+practice&session=87173503&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=680525&rs=676165&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=680525&rs=676165&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=655530&rs=676167&hitno=2
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=656326&rs=676169&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=656326&rs=676169&hitno=1
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Mentorship and clinical supervision skills in health care  

Lynne Wigens and Rachel Heathershaw 2013 [Cengage Learning] 

Shelfmark: WX432 
 

Mentorship in healthcare  

edited by Mary E. Shaw and John Fulton 2015 

Shelfmark: WX432 
 

Practical skills for mentoring in healthcare: a guide for busy practitioners  

Morag Gray [Palgrave Macmillan] 2014  

Shelfmark: WY55 
 

The reflective mentor  

by Tony Ghaye and Sue Lillyman [Quay Books] 2008  

Shelfmark: WY55 

 
Successful mentoring in nursing  

Liz Aston and Paula Hallam [Learning Matters] 2014 

Shelfmark: WY55 
 

Achieving competencies for nursing practice: a handbook for student nurses  

edited by Sheila Reading and Brian Webster [Open University Press] 2013 

Shelfmark: WY100 
 

Authentic success: essential lessons and practices from the world's leading 
coaching programme on success intelligence  

Robert Holden [Hay House] 2008 

Shelfmark: WX426 
 

Coaching for performance: GROWing human potential and purpose: the 
principles and practice of coaching and leadership  

John Whitmore [Nicholas Brealey] 2009 

Shelfmark: WX432 

 
Coaching the team at work  

David Clutterbuck [Nicholas Brealey] 2007 

Shelfmark: WX432 

 
Guided reflection: a narrative approach to advancing professional practice  

edited by Christopher Johns [Wiley-Blackwell] 2010 

Shelfmark: WY54 
 

Managing coaching at work: developing, evaluating and sustaining coaching in 
organizations  

Jackie Keddy, Clive Johnson [Kogan Page] 2011 

Shelfmark: WX432 
 

The practitioner as teacher  

edited by Sue Hinchliff [Churchill Livingstone] 2009 

Shelfmark: WY54 
 

Skills of clinical supervision for nurses: a practical guide for supervisees, 
clinical supervisors and managers  

Meg Bond and Stevie Holland [Open University Press] 2010 

Shelfmark: WY55 

 

https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=Mentorship+and+clinical+supervision+skills&session=87173503&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=679771&rs=676176&hitno=2
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=Practical+skills+for+mentoring+in+healthcare&session=87173503&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=The+reflective+mentor+&session=87173503&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=667255&rs=676182&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=Achieving+competencies+for+nursing+practice&session=87173503&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=Authentic+success&session=87173503&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=Authentic+success&session=87173503&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=611558&rs=676188&hitno=2
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=611558&rs=676188&hitno=2
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?fi_kopt1=gotit&fi_kopt2=gotit&fi_kopt3=gotit&sf_entry=Coaching+the+team+at+work+&session=87173503&rs=&style=tiau&infile=presearch.glue&searcher=tiau.glue&sf_subentry=&sf_entry2=&name_srchtp=1&nh=40&beforedate=&afterdate=&sort1=pdd&sort2=pdd
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=616045&rs=676192&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=655575&rs=676194&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=655575&rs=676194&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=587433&rs=676197&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=616764&rs=676202&hitno=1
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=616764&rs=676202&hitno=1
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     Taunton and SomPar NHS staff - Have you visited the ProQuest  eBook catalogue?   

Follow the link below and login via OpenAthens to read online books free for 5-10 minutes 
each day, send requests for eBook loans or purchase suggestions 

 

    eBook catalogue             About OpenAthens 

Supervision in the helping professions  

Peter Hawkins and Robin Shohet [Open University Press] 2012 

Shelfmark: WX432  

 
If you are unable to find a book, or require a book that is not on this list, 
please ask library staff who will be able to locate the book for you using 
interlibrary loan. 

https://auth.athensams.net/?SAMLRequest=fZFBb4JAEIX%2FCtm7LKAm7QZIUJtoY1ui1EQvZsFJ3QZ26c6gbX99EdrEXjzOznzz3tsJUVZlLZKGjnoFHw0gOZ9VqVF0jYg1VgsjUaHQsgIUVIh18rQUgeuJ2hoyhSnZFXKbkIhgSRnNnMUsYhvYYp7u9vdeNRo97pfb92aXnvHhu8ruJvNT0E4hNrDQSFJTxALPHw98b%2BD7mT8W3lAEwx1zNmCxXdm2XY85szaC0pK6lyNRjYJz2eZzJR1Btx7R1UDMSX%2FdT5Q%2BKP1223jeD6GYZ1k6SF%2FWGXOSvzBTo7GpwK7BnlQBr6tlr3wR7jSxdiEvVe4WpuJGdna4LU788mMBrw0Si8NLIbrANr6JV0DyIEmG%2FBoJ%2B1M%2Bt94Xs9SUqvhykrI056kFSRAxsg0wHvfU%2F5vHPw%3D%3D&RelayState=http%3A%2F%2Fathenssp.eblib.com%2Fprotected.aspx%3Furl%3Dhttps%3A%2F%2Ftstnhs.eblib.com%2Fpatron%2FDefault.aspx%3Fecho%3D1
https://librarymph.wordpress.com/athens-passwords/
https://wv-swims.olib.oclc.org/webview/?infile=details.glu&loid=647019&rs=676206&hitno=2

